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Strategic Governance of
Cyber Security:
Implications for East Asia
Elina Noor
This chapter assesses the strategic challenges of security in cyber space
in East Asia and outlines avenues for cooperation between ASEAN and
Japan in this domain. For the purposes of defining the scope of the discussion, a number of parameters are offered at the outset. First, East Asia will
refer to the 10 countries in Southeast Asia reflected in the ASEAN grouping
as well as its northern neighbors of Japan, China, and the two states on the
Korean peninsula. Second, cyber space will be loosely defined as the interconnected network of information technology infrastructures—including
hardware such as fiber optic cables, computers, and mobile devices, as well
as the Internet—that all allow for a flow of information and interactions
between people.1 Third, in referring to cyber security, this chapter will not
be concerned with cyber crime (for example, phishing, spamming, or data
misuse) or its technical solutions; instead, it will focus on a state’s ability to
protect and defend its critical national information infrastructure (CNII)
at the strategic, policy level against an attack. Relatedly, it will explore
the conduct of international relations between states in the virtual realm
and question whether the existing framework of international law can be
transposed and/or extended to cyber space, particularly if breaches in this
domain threaten actual damage and destruction in the physical realm. In
short, this will be referred to as “strategic cyber security.”
This chapter is divided into four parts. The first will outline the strategic
imperatives of cyber security for nations in general and for the ASEAN
region in particular. The second will document how, despite the fact that
awareness of cyber security and related civilian technical initiatives are increasingly gaining ground among governments in Southeast Asia, a strategic
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approach toward protecting and defending CNII continues to lag, both
nationally and regionally. The third will contend that this lack of proactive
direction by governments in the region disadvantages them in shaping international norms and rules as they evolve, contributes to cyber insecurity
nationally and regionally, and promotes two tiers of influence in the cyber
domain, which in turn perpetuates distrust and invites power plays in the
region at large. And the fourth and final part will propose ways in which
ASEAN and Japan can work together to address these gaps and challenges,
particularly as ASEAN moves toward consolidating its broadband corridor2
and regional integration.

Th e St r a t e g ic I m p e r a t i v e s of C y b e r Se c u r i t y
Cyber space is a network of interconnected digital systems and infrastructure with an expansive reach under seas, over land, and in the cloud(s). It is
a parallel, virtual, and undifferentiated realm in which dynamic, intangible
packets of data are continuously routed from one node to another. Reflective
of the code that underwrites it, its binary nature is apparent in the civilian/
military and public/private divides across which it cuts. For cost efficiency,
much of the software that is readily available in the commercial market is
simply tweaked rather than written especially for military use, while much
of a nation’s critical infrastructure—from electricity grids to financial systems—that supports both civilian and military realms is now digitally operated. At the strategic level, cyber space is emerging as a significant military
domain in addition to the domains of air, land, sea, and, for some, space.
With its potential as a disruptive—and potentially destructive—method
and means of warfare, cyber space is being touted as an asymmetric leveler
and force multiplier to conventional warfare.
As governments and populations increasingly rely on cyber space for
their daily activities, traditional divides will grow even more fluid so that
what takes place virtually will have physical consequences, and the rules that
govern cyber space will have to evolve on par and at pace with technology.
The speed at which technology has evolved and continues to do so, however,
can be overwhelming. This, coupled with confounding jargon, ensures that
discussions of cyber security are frequently confined to the technical level
with little discussion at the strategic level, notably within Southeast Asia.
To be sure, priorities differ among countries in the region because of divergences in technological, human, and financial capabilities. Additionally,
whereas technical bureaucrats have little problem sharing threat and other
information with each other and actually work seamlessly together across
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the region, strategic sensitivities prevent the same level of cooperation
among security and military agencies, and cyber commands are usually
parked within nations.
Issues such as what recourse to action would be available if a country’s
emergency services, military installation, or power plant were disabled by
malicious code delivered from across the border, or how attribution would
even be determined so that an appropriate response could be taken make
for awkward discussions. ASEAN member states, in particular, traditionally tend to avoid direct consideration of conflicts and their aftereffects.
However, if connectivity and community are key to ASEAN’s integration,
then it must begin to contemplate the implications of connectivity on community in all its forms, extending beyond the physical to the virtual. This
also necessitates debate on the governing framework that will underpin the
increasingly prominent virtual domain and that will offer clarity of action in
the event of crises. Importantly, ASEAN member states working together
with their Northeast Asian neighbors will have to build the necessary trust
to collaborate at the strategic level in cyber security before norms and rules
from beyond the region overtake them or are foisted upon them.

A St r a t e g ic A p p r oac h t owa r d C y b e r Se c u r i t y?
Over the last decade, ASEAN awareness of cyber space and the need to
secure it has matured from transient recognition to broader and more sustained rhetoric, action plans, and initiatives.3 In part, this has stemmed from
the fact that Internet penetration in the region has been rising steadily, with
dramatic growth forecasted over the next five years in the region’s emerging
markets of Vietnam and Myanmar.4 However, much of ASEAN’s focus on
security in cyber space has been directed toward combatting transnational
crime and, increasingly, securing regional economic integration. Cyber
crime and cyber terrorism, for example, featured prominently in various
ASEAN declarations and communiqués on transnational crime in the
aftermath of the 2001 terrorist attacks in the United States.5 Since then, a
drive to integrate the ASEAN community by 2015 has reshaped ASEAN’s
focus on security in cyber space.
Given that achieving economic prosperity as the basis for political
stability has been an ASEAN priority since its inception, it is perhaps no
surprise that ASEAN was the first region in the developing world to adopt a
harmonized legal framework for e-commerce. Spurred by accelerated plans
for regional integration through, among others, the ASEAN ICT Master
Plan 2015 and the Master Plan on ASEAN Connectivity, Southeast Asia
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remains the most advanced developing region in implementing harmonized
e-commerce laws.6 Nine of the 10 ASEAN countries have laws related to
electronic transactions, while 8 have laws concerned with cyber crime.7
Publicly available information shows that from 2011 to 2012, the number
of countries operating national cyber security programs jumped by nearly
70 percent among the 193 UN member states. Whereas in 2011 only 68
countries had such programs, by August 2012 there were 114 countries that
had developed a domestic cyber security agenda with 47 of those having a
military component.8 The number of Asian countries (39) with their own
cyber security programs came in first—ahead even of European countries
(38)—with all 4 Northeast Asian countries and every ASEAN country
except for Laos possessing a cyber security program.9
Like the binary codes that underwrite the Internet, duality pervades
cyber space. The transferability of skills and software, as well as the
kinetic effects that cyber attacks can have challenge traditional divides
between civilian and military, state and nonstate, private and public,
physical and virtual, and national and regional/international. Advanced
persistent threats, for example, which may be deployed either by a state
entity or a group of hired individuals acting under state authority—thus
blurring the divide between state and nonstate actor and even between
civilian and military—pose a danger to economic and national security
interests which themselves overlap on occasion. In particular, this may
occur where Internet-enabled espionage tools are remotely installed in
commercial organizations that maintain or service sensitive sectors such
as defense or utilities.
Although attacks in cyber space usually incur some form of economic
loss as opposed to actual kinetic damage or injury, hybrid attacks that affect the virtual and physical realms are a real and potentially destructive
possibility. An attack that shuts down the communications systems for
emergency services in the event of a terrorist bombing, for example, may
compound the number of injuries if victims are unable to receive urgent
medical attention in the immediate aftermath of the event.
Operational controls of CNII are usually kept separate from administrative controls, but technological advances and superior hacking skills may
make inroads that enable the circumvention of this security measure.10
Additionally, most CNII accommodates links between administrative and
operational control systems and is connected to the public Internet.11 Even
air-gapped controls—physically isolated from unsecured networks—are
vulnerable to the weakest link, the end user, and may be compromised by the
physical insertion of an infected USB drive into the system, as demonstrated
by the Stuxnet computer worm. (Disconcertingly, in tests conducted prior
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to its release, Stuxnet showed that a computer worm is in fact capable of
reducing to rubble a replica of a nuclear centrifuge by wreaking havoc on
its operational speed.)12 Software, as revealed by the recent US National
Security Agency leaks, is not the only source of malware. Hardware, it seems,
may be manipulated to include “back doors” at the design or production
stage that would allow the computer to access data undetected by its security
software.13 In some cases, this secret entrance(s) cannot even be sealed by
switching off the hard disk or reinstalling the computer’s operating system.
While countries in Northeast Asia have surged ahead in responding to
these evolving challenges by crafting proactive cyber security programs
and strategies as well as dedicated organizations to protect and defend their
critical infrastructure, ASEAN member states remain hampered by the
digital divide, limited human and financial capacity, and differing priorities
accorded to cyber security policy. Nevertheless, governments in even less
technologically advanced countries have begun to establish national computer emergency response teams (CERTs) or computer incident response
teams (CIRTs) to respond to cyber attacks.14
While essential as a structured line of defense, CERTs/CIRTs are essentially reactive, although they do also perform a monitoring function.
As pointed out above, within the ASEAN region, their establishment has
primarily been driven by the imperative of offering a secure and stable environment for e-commerce to grow, as well as of combatting cyber crime.
To be sure, security in cyber space is premised at the practical level upon
tactical and technical responses to attacks. However, as ASEAN countries
become increasingly dependent on the Internet and each other as a community through a shared broadband infrastructure, a coordinated, strategic,
long-term approach to cyber security needs to be jointly developed beyond
the narrow confines of trade and economics or transnational crime. Even
the ASEAN Political-Security Community Blueprint places cyber security
within these two contexts rather than anticipating how evolving threats may
impact upon elemental precepts like state sovereignty and international law.

4 0 4 N o t Fou n d E r r or : Wh e r e i s E a s t A s i a’s
St r a t e g ic C y b e r Se c u r i t y A g e n da?
One of the most contentious issues concerning cyber security relates specifically to the treatment of cyber attacks by international law. A state that
suffers an armed attack from another is conditionally afforded recourse to
self-defense measures under international law.15 It is as yet unclear whether a
state that suffers by way of a cyber attack, however, is given the same latitude.
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A distributed denial of service (DDOS) attack that paralyzes a state’s power
grid, thereby causing widespread traffic accidents and utility meltdowns,
arguably differs in gravity from a DDOS attack on a state’s financial and
banking systems that results in massive economic losses. While website defacements and disruptions are fairly common occurrences as an expression
of political displeasure, no DDOS attacks aimed at critical infrastructure
have been carried out or even threatened in Southeast Asia to date.16 There
have, however, been threats of economic disruption by the activist hacker
(“hacktivist”) group known as “Anonymous,” which warned of financial
losses for Singapore through “aggressive cyber intrusion.”17 Larger-scale
cyber attacks have occurred in Northeast Asia, resulting in substantial financial damage and national security risks but no actual kinetic destruction.18
These threats and attacks give rise to several questions with international
legal connotations. First, where foreign state entities are implicated or accused of involvement in cyber attacks against another sovereign state, as
North Korea has been,19 the applicability of international laws governing
the threat or use of force is called into question. Would cyber attacks even
meet the “threat or use of force” threshold delineated—but undefined—in
Article 2(4) of the United Nations Charter?20 If so, what criteria would they
need to fulfill? Would physical injury or damage need to have been caused
as a direct result of cyber attacks, or would a certain, substantial quantum
of economic loss suffice?
Second, Article 2(4) of the UN Charter lays the groundwork for the
applicability of Article 51, which allows self-defense measures to be taken
by members of the UN against an “armed attack.” The term “armed attack”
remains undefined21 and opens up the possibility of a broad-based interpretation within which cyber attacks could fall. If the perpetrator’s intent
is to specifically cause harm and the magnitude and effect of the attacks are
significant enough (the level of which would also need to be qualified), then
it may be possible for a cyber attack to be liberally interpreted as constituting an armed attack within the ambit of Article 51.22
Third, because the charter was drafted at a time when wars meant states
being at conflict with each other—i.e., attacks could reasonably be anticipated and aggressors could easily be identified—it assumes a set of propositions that fit awkwardly in the context of cyber space. Even the concept of
warfare in or through cyber space is academically controversial.23 In cyber
space, nonstate actors may sometimes act under state authority to conduct
attacks or they may be motivated by nationalist sentiments to act on their
own. Articles 2(4) and 51 of the Charter refer specifically to states and UN
members respectively, which would seem to exclude nonstate actors from
the charter’s ambit. Further, what sort of self-defense measures are available
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to state victims if cyber attacks are instantaneous and unpredictable? Would
these measures be limited to cyber tools or could states avail themselves of
other kinetic options, as the United States has declared for itself?24 Even
if states were to take self-defense measures, what would their target(s) be,
since attribution in cyber space is vastly problematic?
These multiple scenarios underlie the larger question of whether the
existing framework of international law adequately applies to conflict—and
the treatment of espionage—in or through the use of cyber space. Articles
2(4) and 51 of the charter form part of the jus ad bellum (law governing the
resort to force) corpus. However, jus in bello, or the body of laws governing the actual conduct of war, are more comprehensive and detailed. These
will not be discussed in this chapter due to space constraints. Suffice it to
say, though, that for all the reasons described above, East Asia will need to
seriously deliberate and contribute to the evolving discussion on the applicability of both these bodies of law to cyber space.
Despite the enormity of the matter and its implications for the international community, the conversation is being promulgated by only a
few countries—predominantly the United States and, to a lesser extent,
the United Kingdom, Australia, and a few countries in continental
Europe. The future may be in Asia, but in cyber space, the present is
being shaped elsewhere.
The Tallinn Manual is the culmination of a three-year North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of
Excellence initiative to draft a manual on the international law of cyber
warfare. Because it was a NATO effort, none of the independent experts
involved in drafting it were from Asia. Yet, absent other comprehensive efforts, the manual will likely increasingly be used as a reference in clarifying
the state of play and rules of engagement in cyber space.
The silence of rising East Asian countries on this matter is deafening. It
reflects poorly on changing international power dynamics and generates a
dichotomy between the strategic environments in the real world and the
virtual one. It also entrenches existing imbalances in power structures in the
world and promotes a hierarchy of influence in the cyber domain, which in
turn perpetuates trust deficits among major players. Worse, it is a damning
indictment of the lag in thought leadership in East Asia on an increasingly
significant issue. That the region’s cyber space has been tested by mounting
waves of attacks of varying severity points to the likelihood that these will
escalate in magnitude and frequency in the future. How much longer will
East Asia linger on the sidelines, prioritizing cyber space only within the
confines of transnational crime and economic integration, before it decides
to proactively shape evolving norms and rules? This is not to suggest the
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militarization of cyber space within or by East Asia. However, every country
with critical infrastructure wired to cyber space has a stake in this unfolding
conversation, and it is in the interest of each of them to ensure that cyber
operations are conducted following a clear, just, and equitable set of rules
accepted by most, if not all, states.
One encouraging development was the recent report of the UN
Group of Government Experts (GGE) on Developments in the Field of
Information and Telecommunications in the Context of International
Security. Comprising experts from Argentina, Australia, Belarus, Canada,
China, Egypt, Estonia, France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Japan, Russia,
the United Kingdom, and the United States, the GGE noted the applicability of international law, particularly the UN Charter and its importance “to
maintaining peace and stability and promoting an open, secure, peaceful
and accessible ICT environment.”25 It recommended confidence-building
and capacity-building measures between and among states, but also with
the cooperation of the private sector and civil society organizations, to build
upon work being done by regional organizations and the United Nations.

A S E A N -J a pa n C o op e r a t ion i n St r a t e g ic
C y b e r Se c u r i t y: Th e Wa y For wa r d
An important proviso underlies ASEAN-Japan cooperation in contributing
to a more strategically secure, predictable, and stable environment in cyber
space. Because cyber space cuts across geographical borders, whether virtually through data packets bouncing between servers in different countries
or physically through undersea fiber optic cables, any strategic partnership
in this area should be inclusive of the whole region. Cooperation between
ASEAN and Japan should aim to temper the accusatory tenor that pervades
present discussions on cyber security in the region. The idea should be
to promote trust and build confidence rather than to utilize cyber space
as another domain to chart strategic maneuvers for power and influence.
Mirroring much of ASEAN’s approach to cyber security, ASEAN-Japan
collaboration in this field has been similarly driven by the priority of securing the business environment.26 Even the recent statement of the ASEANJapan ministerial policy meeting on cyber security cooperation explicitly
puts a premium on this priority.27 Five specific recommendations follow for
ASEAN-Japan cooperation to bolster strategic cyber security going forward.
First, awareness of the matter, particularly within ASEAN, needs to be
raised and cultivated. If security and defense mechanisms within ASEAN—
including the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) and the ASEAN Defense
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Ministers Meeting Plus (ADMM-Plus)—are to be taken seriously in a
changing security environment, ASEAN and its partners must start considering cyber security beyond its currently narrow lens. Strategic cyber
security draws on a collaboration of various other skill sets beyond just technical expertise, including diplomacy, politics, and the law. After all, cyber
attacks against a state’s CNII have geopolitical and legal implications and
the technical solutions should be guided by an informed policy umbrella.
This will require increased discussions and exchanges at the governmental
(Track 1) and nongovernmental (Track 2) levels, both within ASEAN and
between Japan and ASEAN, particularly among legal experts and senior
policymakers. Awareness raising in this way will not necessarily divert
resources away from ongoing cyber security initiatives, especially if discussions are conducted virtually on a sufficiently regular basis. ASEAN and
Japan can lead and coordinate these efforts, but where relevant, other states
in the region should also be included in these conversations to encourage
transparency and goodwill.
Second, national cyber security strategies provide a good starting point
in terms of putting policy into practice. Several ASEAN countries have their
own strategies, and Japan recently drew up a new strategy to replace its older
“Information Security Strategy for Protecting the Nation.”28 The details of
these strategies are publicly available and can be easily shared among nations, so the added value in any further discussion related to these should
be in giving special consideration to the role of the state in crafting rules
of engagement for cyber operations, since the state is the primary arbiter
of peace, security, and conflict, whether in the physical or virtual domain.
Specifically, in considering each of these national cyber security strategies,
ASEAN and Japan can determine whether they provide an adequate and
relevant base from which to draw a regional approach regarding the applicability of international law to cyber space.
Third, policy and paper should be supplemented by preparation. At the
Track 1 level, regional security cooperation could be expanded to include
tabletop exercises and simulations in cyber space to improve responses
to cyber attacks; advance clarity of action; and promote transparency,
confidence, and trust among countries. These exercises could be held on
the sidelines of ASEAN-Japan, ARF, or ADMM-Plus meetings, with other
states invited to be observers if no objection is made to their full participation. The concept of interoperability in military affairs could be observed
in the virtual realm so that decisions and actions are synchronized as best
as possible in the event of a major cyber attack. With the infrastructure
of cyber space stretching across borders, thereby raising the possibility of
consequences spilling over to neighboring countries, and with ASEAN’s
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impending integration, coordinated cooperation through exercises and
simulations should increasingly be the norm.
Fourth, because of the multifaceted challenges that cyber space generates,
a multipronged approach involving the private sector, Track 2 participants,
and other relevant stakeholders must be taken to manage these risks.
Although the private sector occupies the main part of contemporary discussions on cyber security because of the technical expertise residing within
it, it is often not included in an integrated fashion in public policy efforts.
The private sector’s technical skills can be best leveraged when there is an
understanding of policy directions. The two sectors, however, often speak
past each other—that is when they are not speaking in entirely different
languages altogether. This public/private dichotomy is especially ensconced
in Southeast Asia, but it is less stark in Northeast Asia because of the closer
defense and security relationship between the public and private sectors
there. Accordingly, there are perhaps methods for including the private
sector more comprehensively into policy discussions that ASEAN countries could learn from their Northeast Asian counterparts. For developing
ASEAN countries with a nascent cyber security landscape, incorporating
private-sector perspectives into government decisions would streamline
and fast-track harmonization of public/private efforts from an early stage.
Drawing from the preceding recommendation, governments and the
private sector could jointly organize simulations at information technology security conferences or policy roundtables around the region to create
awareness of (1) the technical challenges of cyber security (which would
benefit the public sector) and, conversely, (2) the overarching policies that
guide cyber operations (which would benefit the private sector). These
exercises would promote greater interaction and understanding between
the public and private sectors.
Fifth, given the political sensitivities of cyber security in East Asia, there
is a role for Track 2 institutions in East Asia—particularly ASEAN and
Japanese think tanks—to take the lead in promoting strategic cyber security
where Track 1 government-to-government forums are unable or unwilling
to do so. Track 2 meetings offer three specific, related advantages. They are
able (1) to draw representation from among diverse expert stakeholders,
including the government, international lawyers, and regional and international organizations such as the ASEAN Secretariat, the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), and relevant UN agencies and, by
enabling these participants to exchange views in their personal capacities,
facilitate discussions of even delicate matters; (2) to allow participants to
speak in a frank and candid manner behind closed doors, if necessary, without concerns about attribution; and (3) to submit policy recommendations
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cognizant of, but unbound by, the political constraints that cloud government discussions. ASEAN and Japanese think tanks, in collaboration with
thought leaders like the ICRC (which has already been considering strategic
cyber security and its international legal implications) could initiate a series
of policy roundtables specific to this purpose with the aim of proposing
recommendations to national governments in the region.

C onc l u s ion
ASEAN’s drive toward economic integration and differences in its members’
developmental and technological infrastructure presently supersede what
is often viewed as a first world consideration. Strategic cyber security—as
well as its manifestations of defensive and offensive capabilities, organizational structures, and policies—has been the preserve of the “haves” rather
than the “have-nots.” However, as less developed countries in East Asia
are discovering, cyber space has the potential to be a great equalizer in the
asymmetry of regional and international power.
Each and every country that is dependent on technology and the
Internet—and this will only become more of a truism—is vulnerable to
the security risks that cyber space presents, if not now, then certainly later.
The rules for state behavior in cyber space and that of entities under their
authority are an extension of the international legal framework governing
relations between countries in the real world. The specifics of how the
former differ from the latter, however, are still being debated.
A clear national position on these issues would clarify interactions and
negotiations at the regional and global level. But a robust East Asian approach would ensure that the region’s perspectives are well reflected and
represented as international norms and laws crystallize. This is an opportunity for ASEAN and Japan to lead rather than defer or detract.
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